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Abstract
This paper outlines a proposal for how to implement Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC)
based on open banking standards and supports
both account-based and token-based CBDC models, transacting online and offline with immediate
finality, while recognising the European PSD2
requirements, including (multi-factor) strong customer authentication (SCA).The authors recognise
the limitations with current smartphone technologies with respect to deploying trusted applications
and in performing the role of a qualified signature
creation device - highly relevant to offline scenarios. In some cases, the authors recommend regulatory review, in others they recommend taking full
advantage of the existing capabilities of the separated secure execution environment by dividing
the control of a CBDC transaction between both
payee and payer devices, so that if one device was
compromised, this does not undermine the whole
transaction. It balances the need for anonymity
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with financial crime regulatory requirements and
suggests that a CBDC wallet can be enriched with
eID capabilities, or vice versa. The wallet is bound
to the person’s identity, their device and software
via a chain of trust (eIDAS for the EU or similar for non-EU countries). The authors combine
this with self-sovereign identity (SSI) principles
to maximize privacy and minimize information
sharing with a third party
Keywords: CBDC, identity, eID, SCA,
electronic signatures, verifiable credentials, offline transactions
BACKGROUND
For many years, payments have been one
of the most exciting areas of technological
innovation in the financial industry. Market players are continuously rolling out new
solutions and services, while authorities are
working toward regulations, regulatory
standards and guidelines to foster opportunities while reducing systemic threats to
the growing ecosystem of payment means.
These efforts are geared at making such payments easier and faster and, at the same time,
more secure for banks, merchants and their
customers.
Among the many innovations ongoing in
the payments industry, this paper focuses on
two areas that may well determine the next
breakthrough:
●

†
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●

Central bank digital currencies (CBDCs):
According to the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS),1 central banks representing one-fifth of the world’s population are
likely to issue CBDCs in the near future,
while 20 per cent of central banks (by
number) are likely to issue a retail CBDC
over the medium term. Concurrent with
this, a full 80 per cent of central banks are
conducting research and development in
the area of CBDCs.
Electronic identification (eID): The payments
industry is working on solutions that

combine modern payment technologies
and eID to provide a seamless and secure
payment experience, in addition to functions such as the ability to sign third-party
contracts.
At present, payments are normally made
using physical cash, cards, cheques or credit
transfers (account to account). As yet, is
unclear whether CBDCs will simply co-exist
with these instruments or whether they will
significantly reduce the market share and
role of certain payment types (notably cash
or debit cards).
A comparison of a general-purpose
CBDC (available to retail consumers) with
existing means of payments across seven
categories reveals how an appropriately
designed CBDC could provide value for
users in certain areas.2 These technological benefits could include a digital form of
a bearer instrument, more cost-effective
payment services, greater anonymity than
current digital transactions, and a catalyst
for greater innovation through programmable money.
There are also use cases where the practical application of CBDC could solve some
of today’s challenges. The recent economic
stimulus packages issued to citizens as part
of the coronavirus relief effort provide a case
in point.
While previous stimulus efforts reportedly took at least two months to reach
recipients and used a combination of direct
deposit, paper cheques and prepaid debit
cards, CBDC could theoretically be used
to remunerate every citizen electronically,
thus greatly simplifying and expediting the
disbursement process. In such a case, the
integration of eID and CBDC would provide confidence vis-à-vis the identity3 of the
citizens receiving such benefits.
As this paper is focused on a specific
implementation approach, no further political or strategic topics will be elaborated.
Indeed, such aspects have been discussed
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extensively elsewhere, including within this
very journal.4
As identified in the public consultation
on a digital euro conducted by the European Central Bank (ECB),5 data privacy
and related aspects such as anonymity or
traceability are highly important. Full anonymity, even for small amounts, is simply
incompatible with anti-money-laundering
(AML) regulations and regulations to
counter the financing of terrorism (CFT).
Full anonymity would also impact the ability to detect and reverse double-spending
conducted off line.
To address these issues, transactions must
be traceable in both online and off line
use cases — while meeting data privacy
and other regulatory requirements. This
requires a level of data privacy that supports
the auditability legally required for authorised entities while also providing customer
consent-based transparency with respect to
other market participants.
This paper outlines an approach that
fulfils both these aspects through the adoption of electronic identities, which may be
provided by one or more identity service
providers (either public sector or private sector providers) and be separated or aggregated
in one or more wallets. This integration
makes auditability feasible without sacrificing privacy, when accompanied with
additional adequate data privacy mechanisms, such as key rotation or other privacy
enhancement techniques.6
This integrated approach enables the full
range of non-payment related use cases, such
as COVID-19 ‘vaccination passports’, ticketing, travelling, etc, in a secure way, that also
includes rare features such as counterparty
authentication and complex transaction
handling based on countersignatures. Subsequently, more complex transactions, such
as cross-border or multi-currency transactions, can be handled once an appropriate
payment scheme has been defined, such as
SEPA or SWIFT.

The paper also discusses other proposed
off line approaches, including the one proposed by Visa.7 These approaches are
identified either as technologically unviable
(at present) or integrated to the maximum
extent feasible, as is the case with the World
Wide Web Consortium’s Self Sovereign
Identity (W3C SSI) approach. The SSI concepts have been adopted, but in order to
support the complex transaction handling
and off line trust verification required by
CBDC, they have been implemented using
eIDAS Advanced Electronic Signatures
(AdES) and X.509 Attribute Certificates.
The work of the ISO Technical Committee
68 including on ISO243668 (Identification
of Natural Persons) may also become relevant in this context.
The proposed approach makes use of
existing, proven technologies and standards,
hence it has been possible to prototype and
demonstrate the approach successfully.9
DEFINITIONS AND CONTEXT
This section consolidates definitions
from various sources in order to use them
coherently.
Electronic identification
‘Electronic identification’ refers to the process of using personal identification data in
electronic form to uniquely represent either
a natural or legal person, or a natural person
representing a legal person.10
Electronic signature
‘Electronic signature’ refers to electronic
data attached to or logically associated with
other electronic data that a signatory may
use to sign.11
Identity provider
NIST defines an identity provider as ‘The
party that manages the subscriber’s primary
authentication credentials and issues assertions derived from those credentials’.12
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Identity providers prove the real-world
identities of persons and are responsible for
issuing or certifying an app/device to be
used for eID.
An identity provider issues the person
with an electronic wallet that is maintained
within the eID app/device. A person can
maintain one or more wallets within the
same eID app.
Each eID wallet operates a dedicated
cryptographic public/private key pair.13 The
identity provider must ensure that the private
key (eg stored within the separated secure
execution environment14 of a smartphone) is
under the sole control of the person.
The identity provider issues the person
with credentials (eg an X.509 certificate15)
to represent the wallet. These credentials
bind the person’s real-world identity to the
key pair and to the eID app, the device and
operating system via Android attestations16,17
and iOS attestations.18
The identity provider can also be or may
contract with a qualified trust service provider (QTSP)19 to support the issuance and
management of the eID wallet credentials,
represented by a qualified certificate for
electronic signatures (in the case of natural persons) or electronic seals (in the case
of legal entities). When issuing credentials
to the person,20,21 the identity service provider/QTSP must ensure that a ‘high’ level
of assurance22,23,24 is achieved.
The identity provider is responsible for
suspending or revoking a person’s eID wallet credentials.
In a CBDC context, the identity provider
would be a payment service provider (PSP)
that issues a CBDC app to its payment service users (PSUs). The PSP may contract
with a QTSP to issue and manage credentials. While a CBDC app may additionally
perform standalone eID functions, the main
purpose of the associated wallets would be
to store and transact digital currency. Each
wallet could be regarded as equivalent to a
(bank money) account.
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Identity service provider (SSI context)
In the current SSI25,26 context, the data
subject is his own identity provider, ie the
person is self-sovereign. There is no role
for a third-party provider to manage their
identity. Instead, an identity service provider provides ancillary services, such as
registration, resolution and documentation
services.
The data subject manages and controls
his own public/private key pairs without
an associated certificate that constitutes the
root of trust.
This is inadequate for either an EU eID or
a payments context. Therefore, an identity
provider role (as defined above) is required
for such purposes.
Attribute provider
Attribute providers collect or create pieces
of information that describe something
about a person.
An attribute provider is responsible for
ensuring that an attribute belongs to the
correct person; however, the attribute provider relies on the identity provider to bind
a person’s real-world identity to their wallet
(eg eID, CBDC etc).
The attribute provider will also issue the
person with credentials (eg in the form of
an X.509 certificate), in a verifiable form
that describes a person’s attribute(s). These
credentials are bound to the person’s wallet
credentials.
The attribute provider is also responsible
for suspending or revoking a person’s attribute credentials.
In a CBDC context, the PSP/QTSP may
perform the role of attribute provider27 and:
●

issue additional PSP-related attribute credentials (eg source of funds, source of
wealth, insolvency/bankruptcy risk, bank
account code, list of PSP services active,
transactional behaviour, banking relationship); and
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●

import attributes from other (trusted
sources) attribute providers (eg proof of
age, university qualifications).

A key driver behind the separation of
identity and attributes is privacy and
data-minimisation. For example, in a
CBDC context, when a person (the payer)
pays for goods in a shop, they have every
right to remain anonymous to the shopkeeper (payee). Therefore, when signing a
CBDC transaction, the payer’s wallet credentials must not contain a common name
(eg Jane Doe). However, in order for the
payer to authorise the payment (via strong
customer authentication (SCA)) the payee’s name must be displayed to the payer.
The payee cannot retain their anonymity
from the payer. Therefore, when the payee
prepares and signs a request for payment
(eg an electronic invoice or any other type
of payment request not containing debtor/
payer information), the payee CBDC app
(eg point of sale (POS) or CBDC wallet) must include both the payee’s wallet
credentials plus an additional attribute
credential, to supply their name. This
allows a person to reuse the same wallet
credentials when performing both payer
and payee roles. The parties share additional attribute credentials, as appropriate.
KEY BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
Legal certainty
For payments, the capture of SCA enables a
PSP (eg a bank or CBDC wallet provider)
to hold the payer liable in the event of fraud.
Therefore, the action of performing SCA
transfers liability from the PSP to the payer.
In a dispute situation, a court of law may
be called to adjudicate. A court-appointed
official would be required to evaluate the
proof. It is therefore in the interests of the
PSP to ensure the SCA proof offers legal
certainty. Although the burden of proof
is on the PSP in the event that fraud does

occur, it is clearly in the interests of the
payer for the PSP’s SCA procedure to offer
the highest level of assurance to minimise
the risk of fraud arising in the first place.
To ensure legal certainty in all EU jurisdictions for the finality of payments, it
would be ideal if the SCA proof were to
involve the creation of a qualified electronic
signature, as this provides the highest level
of admissibility in the EU courts and has
the equivalent legal status as a handwritten signature. In order for a signature to
be deemed qualified, the PSU’s credentials
(linked to a CBDC wallet/account) must
be represented by a qualified certificate for
electronic signature, issued by a qualified
trust services provider. The corresponding
private key must reside within a certified
qualified electronic signature/seal creation
device (QSCD). Figure 1 illustrates how a
wallet certificate would reference (indicated
by arrows) and thereby bind together the
person, their private key and the identity
provider.
Currently, however, it is unclear whether/
how a smartphone or similar multi-purpose
device could be certified as a QSCD. Going
forward, this is something for smartphone
providers to address, while eIDAS2 and
future revisions of the Payment Services
Directive (PSD) and Regulatory Technical
Standards (RTS) should consider ways to
encourage this. In the absence of a smartphone to perform the role of a certified
QSCD, for payments it is therefore necessary
to target advanced electronic signatures28
(AdES) instead. A further option might be
an advanced electronic signature based on a
qualified certificate.
An additional legal issue relates to the
mutual identification of the PSPs, for
which PSD2 RTS of SCA and Common
and Secure Communication (CSC) Article 34(1)29 state that PSPs shall rely on
qualified certificates. In a CBDC context
where both payee and payer apps may be
off line, it seems reasonable to assume that
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Person
Person who holds an eID
Qualified Electronic
Signature Creation
Device
Private
Key

eID/CBDC Wallet
Certificate
Qualified Certificate
for Electronic Signature

Identity Provider
eg A Bank
+ Qualified Trust
Service Provider

Figure 1: A wallet certificate binds the person to their private key and identity provider

this requirement extends to the mutual
identification of the respective CBDC
apps. The app-to-app identification would
then be based on a qualified certificate.
This is not the same certificate as the one
mentioned above for SCA, as it is a certificate for the PSP, not for the person (ie
the PSU).
European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) technical specification TS
119 49530 dictates that qualified certificates
under PSD231 should be issued under policy
QCP-l (for seals) and QCP-w (for website
authentication). Neither policy mandates the
use of a QSCD (see ETSI EN 319 411-232).
To enable especially secure off line
transactions, this paper recommends the
provision of guidelines for the creation of
qualified certificates for apps on mobile
devices (similar to smartcards) with respective private keys residing in the secure
element via delegation authority from the
CBDC wallet service provider. A procedure could be devised for issuing both the
PSU’s wallet qualified certificate and the
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PSP’s qualified certificate to the device at
the same time. The PSP would play the role
of registration authority for the QTSP.
Offline verification
A digital equivalent to physical cash must
strive to achieve the same levels of resilience. For this reason, a key requirement
of CBDC transactions is to enable funds to
be exchanged between parties even in the
absence of mains power and/or network
communications.
According to the existing PSD2 directive, all electronic payment transactions
(CBDC or otherwise) require SCA unless
an exemption is available. 33 This applies
equally to account-based and token-based
CBDC models. Ideally, CBDC transactions
should not utilise any SCA exemption.
This means that SCA shall be performed
for every transaction and be verifiable
off line.
Off line verification of electronic signatures can be achieved by the signer
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Person
Person who holds an eID
Qualified Electronic
Signature Creation
Device
Private
Key

Attribute
Provider

Attribute
Certificate

Wallet
Certificate

Attribute
Provider’s
Certificate

Identity
Provider’s
Certificate

Identity
Provider
A wallet provider
eg A PSP, Bank.

eIDAS
Root
Certificate
Figure 2: The certificate chain of trust

including the full certificate chains of their
wallet (identity) and attribute certificates, up
to and including their eIDAS trusted root
certificate.
Both payer and payee CBDC apps (wallet/POS) must store off line copies of all
related eIDAS trusted lists root certificates, which the app provider can obtain
from a trusted source. This paper recommends that eIDAS provide a simple
means whereby a CBDC app provider can
download the latest copies of all trusted
certificates of ECB certified CBDC PSPs.
Ideally only one root certificate would be
operated for CBDC, similar to the model
envisaged for the EU Intelligent Transport
System. 34
To verify their counterparties’ signatures, the app must also verify the associated
certificate chains. The app must match the
root certificate(s) included in the signature
to the off line copy. It must not trust any

root certificate provided by a counterparty.
Figure 2 illustrates the concept.
With respect to checking certificate
revocation, it is not possible to conduct a
real-time online check of certificate revocation status if both apps are off line. However,
if one party’s app is online (eg the POS
terminal), this app can check the certificate revocation status of the counterparty
certificates. This online party’s app can
include (in the AdES) the real-time certificate revocation information relating to the
online party’s own certificates, which the
counterparty app can then verify off line.
In summary, as long as one party is online,
both parties can check certificate revocation
status for all certificates.
Privacy
To protect the person’s privacy, the wallet
certificate does not include any personal
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information. Instead, it includes the public
key and a pseudonym, which the identity
provider then links to the person’s wallet,
their real-world identity, device, operating
system and wallet app (via Android and iOS
attestation data).
As discussed previously, data-minimisation
techniques are recommended to ensure
only the minimum necessary information
about a person is contained within a transaction, as this is visible to the counterparty
(and their PSP).
Another key requirement is that a person’s transactions cannot be tracked (eg by
a PSP) and their real-life identity derived.
Unless changed regularly, the wallet’s public
key could be used to track the person.
STELLA 35 was the joint research project of the ECB and the Bank of Japan on
‘Balancing confidentiality and auditability in a distributed ledger environment’. It
considered privacy-enhancing techniques,
including a hierarchical deterministic wallet.
It may not be practical to implement the
most advanced STELLA recommendations
using today’s smartphones. Therefore, simpler techniques may need to be considered,
for example a wallet’s public/private key pair
may need to be replaced on a regular basis
(eg every seven days) when online. This
would also require the wallet certificate
(including pseudonym) and potentially all
attribute certificates to be replaced to optimise the balance between data privacy and
efficient auditability.
Financial crime
The ISO 2002236 payment initiation formats
provide rich structures containing hundreds
of elements to convey a variety of information with a payment. This is beneficial
from an AML37 perspective. It is therefore
important that any new CBDC transaction
structures must not create obstacles that
would limit the level of information to
be attached to the CBDC structures. The
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CBDC approach must also allow both the
payee and payer to attach the information
deemed necessary. The levels of information
provided may also depend on the parties
involved as well as the purpose and value
of the transaction. The approach described
below is extensible. It provides for f lexibility over the data structures and over which
party supplies the information.
Inclusivity
It is an important prerequisite that any proposed CBDC technological approach must
enable the CBDC wallet apps to run on
contemporary mid-range smartphones. It
would not be appropriate to render existing
handsets obsolete and require people to purchase new devices. Therefore, any proposed
technological solutions for CBDC must not
require changes to existing smartphone
hardware or operating systems.
The architecture approach recently
proposed by Visa 38 includes the deployment of a new trusted application into the
smartphone’s separated secure execution
environment/trusted execution environment (TEE).39 This may not be practical
without changes to smartphone hardware
and operating systems and would likely render existing handsets obsolete.
In the approach outlined in what follows,
this paper refrains from suggesting that
additional functionality be deployed into
the TEE. Instead, it focuses on the division
of control (between the payee and payer)
and the need for a verifiable audit trail,
and recommends making full use of existing TEE functionality, available in existing
smartphones via current Android and iOS
application programming interfaces (APIs).
These principles could be combined with
the two-tier approach in the future. This
would require the deployment of a trusted
application into an open TEE,40,41 with APIs
that are accessible to CBDC wallet (Android
and iOS) apps.
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PROPOSED CBDC TRANSACTION
STRUCTURE
The following outlines an option for how a
CBCD transaction could be performed. The
scope of this paper is not intended to define
a ‘solution’ for CBDC, but to support the
CBDC discussion. To avoid double-spending
off line, usage is only possible on downloaded
and received balances or unspent transaction
output (UTXO42). These balances are stored
in the wallet applications that are secured
using industry best practice. The following
example uses the ETSI Advanced Electronic
Signature standards. This approach builds
on a recent change request called ‘Signed
Payment Request’43,44 to the Berlin Group
NextGenPSD2 standard.
An important aspect of the proposed
approach is the use of countersignatures to
divide control of the CBDC transaction
between both payee and payer devices so
that if one device is compromised, this does
not undermine the whole transaction. The
payee specifies the amount and their public
key represents their CBDC account. Therefore, a compromised payer’s CBDC app
cannot change the amount and the payee.
If the payee’s device is compromised, and
supplies an incorrect amount or payee, the
payer’s device would likewise display that
incorrect amount/payee, thus enabling the
payer to reject it before authorising the payment. The payee’s name, which is displayed
to the payer, is bound to the payee’s CBDC
wallet via a certificate issued by an attribute
provider. This enables the payer’s app to
verify the payee name without relying on
the payee wallet app.
Step 0: The PSP apps authenticate
each other
A preliminary step in the procedure involves
the PSP wallet apps establishing mutual
trust, prior to exchanging payment information. First, an end-to-end encrypted
session is established, using Diffie-Hellman

techniques.45 Then each app automatically
creates an AdES (signature) and exchanges
this with the counterparty app. Assuming
each app includes a qualified certificate in
its AdES, this would allow each PSP app to
authenticate the counterparty PSP app in a
manner that aligns with PSD2 RTS Article
34.1.46 All following steps in the transaction
operate within this trusted encrypted session.
Step 1: The payee prepares and signs
a request for payment
The next step involves the payee (eg a POS
terminal or person in the case of peer-topeer payments) preparing a request for
payment (without debtor/payer information). This is represented in this example
by an electronic invoice, where the payee
specifies, at the very least, their name, the
CBDC wallet to be credited and the amount
to be credited.
The payee then signs the e-invoice using
their (CBDC wallet) private key that is
contained within (and can never leave) the
separated secure execution environment
of the device. The public key is contained
within the payee’s wallet credential, which
takes the form of qualified certificate for
electronic seal (QSEAL, in the case of a
POS) or a qualified certificate for electronic
signature (QES, in the case of a person).
Included within the electronic signature
structure is the payee’s (identity) certificate, bound to their CBDC wallet/account.
Additional (optional) payee attribute certificate(s) is/are included to supply their name,
as a minimum.
A commitment type is assigned to the
payee’s signature. This is either ProofOfCreation for a QSEAL (machine signature)
or ProofOfOrigin (representing creation +
approval) for a QES (personal signature).
This step is illustrated by Figure 3.
The (AdES) signature file (signatures0)
and the e-invoice file are included in
an ETSI-associated signature container
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Payee

0.ProofOfCreation [QSEAL]
or ProofOfOrigin [QES]

Figure 3: Step 1 — The payee signs an e-invoice

(ASiC-E)47 structure. An ASiC is simply a
ZIP archive created according to rules set
forth in the specifications.
The ASiC-E is transmitted to the payer’s
CBDC wallet app/device via the previously
established end-to-end encrypted connection (HTTPS if online or via a proximity
protocol, such as Bluetooth, if off line).
Step 2: The payer applies their
countersignature
On receipt of the ASiC-E containing the
signed e-invoice, the payer’s CBDC wallet
app verifies the payee’s signature, including the full certificate chains of all wallet
and attribute certificates. The CBDC wallet
app matches the root certificate(s) to local
copies stored for off line use by the app.
By verifying this signature, the wallet app
has authenticated the payee. This is a clear
requirement for CBDC. This approach is
also in line with the PSD2 RTS on SCA
and CSC.
The payer’s CBDC wallet app now displays the e-invoice details (including the
amount as a minimum) and the payee (eg
their name, extracted from the corresponding attribute certificate). Assuming that the
payer is using a device that can be used for
distance communication (eg a smartphone)
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to initiate the CBDC transaction, this will
be classified as a ‘remote payment transaction’48 under PSD2 and therefore require
dynamic linking, including the display of
the amount and payee.49
When the payer is ready to approve the
payment, the CBDC wallet app asks the
payer to sign using the private key linked
to their qualified certificate. This payer’s
signature (signatures1) countersigns the
payee’s signature (signatures0). A commitment type of ProofOfApproval is assigned
to the payer’s signature.
Multiple central bank CBDC papers
include a requirement for a person to be able
to receive and reuse funds while off line.
One challenge posed by this requirement
is to ensure that there is a clear audit trail
that provides evidence of the source of the
CBDC value that was transferred. It also
adheres to other regulatory requirements
such as AML, sanctions and embargoes,
CFT and respective predicate offences.
The funds transferred must be final, even
if all previous payers that funded a particular balance subsequently lose or destroy
their smartphones. In this event, the final
recipient of the funds may be the only one
that can connect to their PSP and transmit the transactions accumulated off line
to the central bank. Including this history
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Payee

Payer

1.ProofOfApproval

0.ProofOfCreation [QSEAL]
or ProofOfOrigin [QES]

[QES]
1.ProofOfOrigin
Figure 4: Step 2 — The payer countersigns to approve (UTXO flavour)

Payee

Payer

1.ProofOfApproval

0.ProofOfCreation [QSEAL]
or ProofOfOrigin [QES]

[QES]

Figure 5: Step 2 — The payer countersigns to approve (account-based flavour)

with subsequent transactions provides necessary redundancy. This approach will
not on its own address every issue, such as
double-spending, however this evidence
will support the central bank in its reconciliation of transactions and its detection of
double-spending.
In the UTXO based CBDC model, illustrated by Figure 4, metadata are attached
to the payment that provides evidence of
how a digital currency (bearer) token was
funded.
In the account-based CBDC model,
illustrated by Figure 5, one option would be

for the payer’s CBDC wallet app to attach
to the signed proof, the evidence of all historic payments and receipts (that justify the
payer’s balance). As such data would potentially pass through multiple different PSPs
before reaching the central bank, the privacy of all parties must be protected. This
can be achieved by each CBDC wallet app
encrypting the history using the public key
of the central bank.
To reduce network overhead only the
new elements of the ASiC-E, as illustrated
by Figure 6, are then transmitted to the
payee’s app.
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Figure 6: Step 2 — Data returned to payee
(account-based flavour)

Step 3: The payee countersigns to
provide an e-receipt (and change)
On successful receipt of the payer’s countersignature, the payee’s CBDC app
generates an automatic electronic signature
(signatures2) that countersigns the payer’s
signature (signatures1). A commitment type
of ProofOf Receipt is assigned to this payee
signature.
This is an automated signature. Where
the payee is a person, they must not be
asked to touch the fingerprint sensor. As the
private key linked to their (QES) qualified certificate would require a biometric
prompt, a second (authentication) public/
private key pair (bound to their QES credentials) is used instead.
In the UTXO based CBDC model, the
payee may be required to provide change
to the payer. It is assumed that this transaction would also be automated (ie without a
biometric prompt) and therefore also signed
by the authentication private key. This element would not constitute SCA. The SCA
for this transaction is performed when the
payee signs the e-invoice. Figure 7 illustrates
the UTXO based model.
Figure 8 illustrates the account-based
CBDC model.
To reduce network overhead, only
the signatures2 file is transmitted to the
payee’s app. In the UTXO model, the payee-to-payer UTXO metadata file is also
transmitted.
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Step 4: Payer countersigns to provide
e-receipt (UTXO only)
In the UTXO model, in the circumstances
where the payer receives change (digital currency) from the payee, the payer CBDC app
generates an automatic electronic signature
(signatures3) that countersigns the payer’s
signature (signature2). This ProofOfReceipt
signature is transmitted to the payee.
Figure 9 illustrates the CBDC signed proof
structure, including the UTXO e-receipt.
Step 5: Both parties transmit to PSP
When each party’s CBDC app is next
online, they transmit their copy of the full
CBDC package (ASiC-E structure) to their
PSP, who forwards it to the central bank.
If either party makes a subsequent payment without going online, the details of
this transaction (including the encrypted
payer history) are included in the payer
history of the new transaction, per the
account-based model described above. To
limit the data size and mitigate the danger
of off line CBDC abuse, it may be necessary to cap the number of transactions
performed off line (off line-hop maximum).
OPTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING
A SIMPLE EID USE CASE:
AUTHENTICATION
Before considering how to implement a
complex use case such as CBDC, consider a
simpler eID use case, such as authentication.
Examples of authentication use cases include:
●

●

●

●

a person logging into a third-party website
using their eID (app/device);
a person using their eID to fulfil the knowyour-customer requirements when enrolling remotely for a financial services product;
a person using their eID to prove they are
over the legal age to buy alcohol;
a person using their eID to open their
hotel room door or access a secure office
location.
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Payer

1.ProofOfApproval
[QES]

Payee

0.ProofOfCreation [QSEAL]
or ProofOfOrigin [QES]

2.ProofOfReceipt
2.ProofOfCreation

[QSEAL or
Authentication
signature]

1.ProofOfOrigin
Figure 7: Step 3 — Payee countersigns to provide an e-receipt plus change (UTXO flavour)

Payee

Payer

1.ProofOfApproval
[QES]

0.ProofOfCreation [QSEAL]
or ProofOfOrigin [QES]

2.ProofOfReceipt
[QSEAL or Authentication signature]

Figure 8: Step 3 — Payee countersigns to provide an e-receipt (account-based flavour)

It is assumed that even these simple use cases
would involve the person performing the
SCA procedure to create the eID proof.
Creating the eID proof using ETSI
advanced electronic signatures
The ETSI AdES structure is the normal
standard for creating qualified electronic
signatures and is the standard required by

public sector bodies. It is a rich and versatile structure that enables multiple data
objects to be signed at the same time. It
also supports countersignatures. A key
advantage of adopting the ETSI standards
is the availability of off-the-shelf signature
verification software and verification services provided by trust providers. Figure 10
describes this option.
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Payee

Payer

0.ProofOfCreaon [QSEAL]
or ProofOfOrigin [QES]

1.ProofOfApproval
[QES]

2.ProofOfReceipt

3.ProofOfReceipt
[Authencaon]

2.ProofOfCreaon

[QSEAL or
Authencaon
signature]

1.ProofOfOrigin
Figure 9: Step 4 — Payer countersigns to provide an e-receipt for the change (UTXO flavour)

Identity Consumer

Person
Person who holds an eID

1. Prepare some data (ie a challenge)
Data

Party wishing to
verify the
person’s identity

2. Combine data with identity
information and sign the package
SCA: AdES

3. Present the
signed proof

Data

Qualified Electronic
Signature Creation
Device
Private
Key

Person’s
Signature
Attribute
Certificate

Wallet
Certificate

[optional]

[mandatory]

Identity Provider
eg A Bank

Attribute Provider
eg University
Figure 10: eID proof created in an AdES format

Creating the eID proof with W3C
decentralised identifier documents
and verifiable credentials
The principal aim of SSI is to put the
person (receiver) in control of their identity. In SSI, there is normally no concept
of an identity provider. Instead, the
person is in charge of their own identity (ie self-sovereign). Their eID wallet
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credentials take the form of a decentralised
identifier document (DID), which is referenced by a decentralised identifier (eg
a URI). The person can create multiple
versions of their DID, all with the same
public key.
The focus is instead on attribute service
providers (issuers) who assign attributes to a
person in the form of verifiable credentials.
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1. Prepare some data (ie a challenge)
Identity Consumer
/ Verifier
Party wishing to
verify the
person’s identity

Data
2. Combine challenge with identity
information and sign the package

3. Present the
signed proof

Attribute Provider
/ Issuer
eg University

SCA: Verifiable Presentation
Proof

Data/Challenge

JWS

Person’s
Signature

Verifiable
Credential

Person / Receiver
Person who holds an eID

Private
Key

DID
Document

Decentralised
Identifier
(DID)

Figure 11: eID proof created in a W3C (SSI) format

The identity consumer (verifier) relies on
these credentials to identify and authenticate the person. Figure 11 describes
this option.

This approach, described in Figure 12,
also enables the verifier to check the
revocation status of the verifiable credentials, via its associated attribute certificate.

A proposal to create qualified
signatures using SSI structures
As described previously, in order for an
electronic signature to be deemed qualified, the person must be issued a qualified
certificate for electronic signatures and the
related private key must reside in a qualified electronic signature creation device.
The person’s eID wallet certificate (ie
their qualified certificate) can be included
in Java Web Signature ( JWS) structure as
outlined in Figure 12. In order to support
off line verification, the full certificate chain
of this certificate would also be included in
the JWS.
To support off line verification of the
attributes, an attribute certificate that is
linked (eg via the verifiable credential ID)
to each verifiable credential would also be
included in the JWS, together with their full
certificate chains.

IMPLEMENTING THE CBDC USE CASE
When comparing the AdES and W3C
approaches, both are equally suited to a
simple use case, such as authentication,
where the challenge can be a simple onetime value (a nonce). However, the W3C
approach is less suitable when sophisticated
data structures (required by CBDC) must
be included instead of a simple challenge
data element.
Therefore, to implement the proposed
CBDC approach, which involves countersignatures and multiple data objects, the
ETSI AdES structures are currently more
suitable for the CBDC transaction process
and the W3C SSI approach for the setup and
maintenance of the CBDC wallets.
The identity consumer is the party best
placed to determine the signature format
(AdES or W3C) that they require. As long as
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1. Prepare some data (ie a challenge)
Identity Consumer
/ Verifier
Party wishing to
verify the
person’s identity

Data

3. Present the
signed proof

2. Combine challenge with identity
information and sign the package

SCA: Verifiable Presentation
Proof

Data/Challenge

JWS

Person’s
Signature

Attribute
Certificate
Attribute Provider
/ Issuer
eg University

Wallet
Certificate

Person / Receiver
Person who holds an eID
Qualified Electronic
Signature Creation
Device
Private
Key

Identity Provider
eg A Bank

DID
Document

Decentralised
Identifier
(DID)

Verifiable
Credential

Figure 12: eID qualified signature proof in a W3C (SSI) format

the identity/attribute service providers issue
both X.509 and W3C based credentials for
the same wallet/private key, the wallet app
would be capable of supporting both AdES
and W3C approaches.
In the future, the W3C structures could
be extended to better handle the signing of
transactions, such as CBDC via, for example, extending the DIDComm protocol.
This would involve replacing the challenge
element with a more sophisticated structure
that supports countersignatures and multiple
data objects. Once this support is implemented, W3C would become a more viable
option for CBDC transactions.
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